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Retribution. Also known as â€œpaybackâ€• or a more dated word: â€œvengeance.â€• Arnaldo Soto

has taken Emilio and intends to use him as bait to trap Gemma. Itâ€™s an effective strategy,

because Gemma will do anythingâ€”anythingâ€”to save the young boy. The woman known as

Gemma Keyes is gone, her molecular structure destroyed and reassembled as . . . something else.

In Gemmaâ€™s stead emerges a fierce weapon: part woman, part nanotechnology, her cellular

composition conjoined with the nanocloud, indissoluble and formidable. She and the nanomites are

now more than a match for her enemiesâ€”but Gemma has promised God that she will not strive to

visit retribution on Arnaldo Soto for taking Emilio. The nanomites have made no such promise.The

conclusion to the Nanostealth series will blow your mind. Excerpt. First the â€œmerge.â€• Now this,

the latest iteration of Gemma Keyesâ€”or should I say, the â€œnew and improved nanocloudâ€•? The

revived and restored nanocloud . . . superior in every way, comprising six tribes and, at last count,

more than twenty trillion nanomites; the nanocloud that had annexed and incorporated the person

I'd beenâ€”all of who and what I was. The nanomites and I were melded. We were irrevocably bound

to each other now. We were an amalgamation. I lifted my hands to examine them. As I did, the light

fixtures banding the cavern flickered; current jetted from the wavering lights and slammed into my

chest. The drawn energy coursed through me and reverberated in my bones. It swelled and spread

down my arms until it reached my fingertips, ready to burst forth.With a curious and almost

detached air, I watched as my body attracted more energy from the light fixtures. Electricity crackled

around me, infusing me with might. I flexed and curved my fingers; tongues of current sizzled in the

palm of my hand and built into a ball of pulsing blue fire.I drew another deep breath and felt my body

respond, my strength rise. The electricity I attracted from the cavernâ€™s lights (without conscious

intent) pulsed and crackled; it bent toward me and flowed into me. I raised one hand toward the

electrical source and current jetted into my palmâ€”arcing and building within the span of my

fingertips. I rotated my wrist, and the ball of energy sizzled. Intensified. I brought my hands together

and stared with fascination as the shimmering bolus of energy enlarged. It swirled between my

extended fingers. As I moved my splayed hands apart, tendrils of electricity climbed from my fingers

onto the ball; they wrapped themselves about the sphere to hold and feed it. The orb grew larger; its

vibrations thudded through my chest. I stared at the sparking sphere of electricity sitting in my hand.

What could I do with it? What would happen if I . . . tossed it? I thought that I knew the

answer.NanostealthBook 1: Stealthy Steps Book 2: Stealth PowerBook 3: Stealth Retribution
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I love to read. I read every spare minute. I read many different authors and genres, and Vicki Kestell

is one of my favorite authors. Because I read so much it seems like there are many plot lines that

are similar in books, and often I can guess where the book is going early in the story. This is not true

with Vicki Kestell's writing. The plot twists and turns and brings surprises. It isn't just to catch the

reader off guard. The twists make a great story line. I had read the Prairie Heritage series and I

didn't know if I would like such a different story from Vicki Kestell as the Steal series. From a

Christian Historical Romance across multiple generations to a science fiction thriller seemed a big

leap. However, with Stealy Steps I knewVicki Kestell was able to make such a radical change in

genre. Stealth Retribution is the third in the Steal series. If you have not yet read the first two, read

them first. This is not a stand alone book. All three books kept my adrenaline pumping while I read

to see how the situation was going to be resolved, as Gemma Keyes deals her life being totally

altered, enemies stalking her every move, a complete new way of life to adjust to, helping save an

abused child and being stalked by "the Hound of Heaven" as the Lord sets Pastor Zander Cruz in

her life to tell her about the Lord...and to bring Gemma to the place where she realizes she is not



unlovable. It's hard to write this review without spoiling any of the three books. The characters are

interesting, the plot twists surprising, the Christian teaching is interwoven into the story so that it is

part of the story not just written in to make this a Christian book. Even if you don't normally read Sci

Fi, trust me, you'll like this series. Try Vicki Kestell's Prairie Heritage series too. You won't be

disappointed.

I received the first book free from Bookbub. So thankful that I didn't overlook it! I receive so many

free books from Bookbub that I rarely follow up on a series since I have hundreds more loaded on

my Kindle. This was the proverbial " I couldn't put it down". Within seconds of finishing the first I was

on  to buy then next two. I was very disheartened to finish the third and have no more. So much so

that I immediately emailed the author to request more! There was a hint of more coming from her,

though she stated there were four books ahead of it. I am waiting on the edge of my seat, I cannot

wait to continue this series! There is something for just about every facet of my interests...Sci-Fi,

thriller, drama, adventure, action. Factual science based sci-fi is awesome! Also spiritual truth that

brings to life repentance, and witnessing. I couldn't recommend any higher!

I am having serious withdrawal since finishing this book! I want more about Gemma, the nanomites,

Zander, Abe, Emilio, and agent Gamble.Stealth Retribution was the best of the trilogy, but I hope it

is not the last.Nanotechnology is already a reality, but nowhere near as advanced as the

nanomites--yet. I believe the more advanced science and technology become, the more "proof" we

will have about the existence and power of God. Scientists may discover, invent, or make things, but

only God can create beings with a conscience, heart, and emotion.The nanomites learn that "Many

valuable human characteristics are based in emotion. Among those characteristics with value are

trust, respect, friendship, and love."Jesus Christ is above all things. Lord of lords, God of gods, and

King of kings.Thank you, Vikki Kestell for writing these books. Please write more.Connie Leonard,

author of Somebody Somewhere in Texas and Big C, little c.

I thoroughly enjoyed this final book in the series. I love that it is Christian sci-fi, a genre which I'm not

familiar with, but will be more open to in the future.The author ties up all the threads in this third

book. The end was satisfying, and I was so pleased that the Gospel was clearly shared.I fell in love

with the characters, and would love for the series to continue!

I love this series! These are written so well and the author has really developed a great story



universe! This book brings closure to the series as it stands....and leaves me wanting more! The

ending is crafted to be a beginning to a whole bunch more! I really Hope the author writes

more!!!(PLEASE!!!) The plot was exciting and definitely kept me wanting to find out what happens

next! I laughed, I cried, it moved me;)I really love how the author wove the 'other' (not spoiling it I

hope) presence into the story!!!!!!! I was amazed and so moved by this thread of the plot!!! It's really

not often you find clean Christian sci-fi with as good a message as other genres of Christian fiction.

Sci-fi is one of my very favorite genres of fiction. SO glad this quality, clean Christian series has

been created. There should be more out there! :)

This book kept me guessing and I couldn't put it down. It has a little bit of everything: drama,

suspense, mystery, faith and a little romance! I love the way the author weaves faith into the story in

a very real way. This has been a great series and I'm only sorry that it's over now. I love all of her

books

Third book in a great series. Chores? Work? All on the back burner while I was immersed in a story

of bravery, fear, love, and life lessons. I absolutely fell in love with the characters! This book is very

clean, and has so many mature life lessons that I am still thinking on. Overall, a beautifully crafted,

artfully told tale of life, redemption, and hope. Don't forget the occasional humor that had me

laughing out loud... which left my family members wondering if I had gone crazy. Now I just have to

wait for another book! Please, please continue Gemma's tale!
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